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Artwork
Submitted by Paul Davies

Editorial
Welcome to our Autumn Issue of The Voyager. We hope our readers
had a good Summer. Since our last Issue we have had a change of
Prime Minister with Teresa May now in the post and a complete Cabinet reshuffle. It will be interesting to see what changes this brings.
Throughout the Summer we have had several enjoyable trips, including
Brighton and The London Wetland Centre at Barnes, see the article in
this Issue.
The Peer Support Training provided for Kingston Mind by S MH F has
now started.
Other news, due to a reduction in funding received by SMHF the Ser-
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vice at Cheam Connect on a Saturday and Wednesday evening has now
closed.
We would like to give a big thanks to everyone who has worked there
over the years and to the present staff who will be missed.
Also goodbye to Angelina Lawson who has left to start training as a
nurse.
A big thanks to everyone who has contributed to this Issue.
We hope you enjoy this Issue — Best Wishes — The Editorial Team

Lets Consider...
Let's consider for a moment what parity of esteem between mental and
physical health actually means.
The issue has increasing levels of political discussion about under-funded
Mental Health Services and whilst we can be thankful that such conversations
are taking place we have to be wary of this rhetoric if we consider the real
implications.
Parity of esteem may have captured some public attention and it now seems
to mean different things to different people, which makes it harder to enforce
and implement.
For us achieving a parity between physical and mental health would improve
health outcomes, patient experience and act as a catalyst.

· Every year one in four adults experience at least one mental disorder.
Mental ill health is the single largest cause of disability in the UK.

· The average life expectancy in England and Wales for people with mental
health problems is 60 years behind the national average.

· People with mental illness are at increased/risk of the top five health killers
including heart disease, stroke, liver and respiratory diseases and some
cancers,

· People with schizophrenia are two times more likely to die from cardiovascular disease and three times more likely to die from respiratory disease.

· When people with long term conditions also hove mental health issues the
cost of treatment can rise and rise significantly.

· The mental health of people with serious physical health problems is often
overlooked, for example half of alt terminally ill patients suffer from depression, anxiety and other disorders, yet less than half of these receive treatment for their mental health,
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· There are often long waits for mental health services, one in ten people wait
over a year.

· The full cost of mental illness in England has been estimated at one
hundred and five point two billion pounds per year. We are aware that there
are major changes taking place within Health and Social Care and that
these plans (which arc called Sustainability and Transformation Plan),
S T P will of course impact on taking parity of esteem forward.
We feel that it is essential that the local Clinical Commissioning Group tells us
all how it envisages parity of esteem to manifest itself on the ground in Sutton.
John and Alan
Opinions are those of the authors and do not represent the publisher.

Active 8—Mad Studies
“How do you know I’m mad?” asked Alice. “You must be,” said the cat, “or
you wouldn’t have come.” - Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, Lewis Carroll
Sutton 1 in 4 Network has started a ‘Mad Studies’ group as part of its
Active 8 Program. The group meets monthly on a Friday at 10:45am at
Sutton Mental Health Foundation.
Mad Studies is an area of education about experiences, history, culture and
narratives. Most importantly it is about THE PEOPLE who identify and relate
to the experiences of madness.
By listening and learning together we can cultivate our own theories, concepts
and values which will enable us to understand ourselves and our experiences
in relation to the Mental Health system.
Mad Studies is a project of enquiry, knowledge, production and
community action.
At the present time, the group has started to explore the following themes:
Language, Power and Psychiatry / The History of Springfield Hospital /
History of Mental Health Treatments / User Led Service—Learning from our
experience / History of Social Work in Mental Health / The Social Model of
Mental Distress / Spirituality and Mental Health
Members of the group are encouraged to undertake research and share this
with group members. They can either do this on their own or work together.
We are hoping for new members to get involved and help the group develop.
Friday 21st October at 10:45 / Friday 11th November at 10:45 /
Friday 9th December at 10:45 SMHF, 63 Downs Road, Belmont, SM2 5NR
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Reader’s Verse
Untitled 1

ignorance
was it something that he said? or perhaps
the way that he said it? you ignored him
-both of you- as though he were a leper
someone to shun: why? what did he do wrong
asking if a number 80 has passed...
and a light for his cigarette? his words
wasted on the likes of you two -too proud
to want to answer such simple questions
turning your heads -walking away from him:
were the questions too hard to answer?
or was it because he was a nutter?
an imbecile? a retard? -a mad man?
and you so perfect -so full of self-pride
did not want to be contaminated?

*

*

*

so i answered his questions -both not hard:
"no -i hadn't seen a number 80...
no -sorry -i didn't smoke": quite easy
so where was the problem (apart from yours)?
thank goodness he wasn't the beaten man
that Christ told the parable of: boy!
he would have had no hope of compassion
let alone mercy from either of you
like Christ i'm not too proud to mix with
those
who are the untouchables of this world
even you two -the lowest of the lowi’d help were there need for me to do so
but think this -you in
his place needing aid
and ignored because
you were different

Beliefs come in many forms
Some seemed to cause
conflicting ideas
Hatred is somehow expressed
in a most cruel way
Passions refusing to be deemed
by any lengthy debate
Let sleeping dogs lie my friend,
we are all right in the eyes of
God
Danny McCann
18/7/2016

Untitled 2
Bemused and bewildered in
a stoical kind of way
Amid the confusion is a kind of
stark reality
Sad and happy in a relentless
kind of way
But hopeful interludes giving a
reason to smile
Memories lingering refusing to
fade into oblivion
The power of the human mind!

S !"#!$ J.B.
Fr&n'i(

Danny McCann
18/7/2016
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Poem 2
The autumn weather has come now
The leaves are a-falling from the trees.
They ﬂoat on the windy breeze.

They circle slightly in the air.
Then they li"er the pavement
''So tread with care!"
And try not to fall
For the pavement is hard for one and all.
Wri en by my fair hand
Mrs Sue W Callan
30/10/2015

Creative Writing Group

R!A"IVE W$I"%&G G$'(P
F)id*y+ ,1 -0 *. – 12 !0 /.
H2l3 A4 B25m6n4 C678ec4
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63 D6On+ Roa3, B25m6n4, TM2 5NR
BuZe+ S1, S3, S4, 80, 280
A; O/p^_D7iJ` t^ <bfl6gh CgeaJjkh W)iJjnq j; V*)i6u+
F6)m+, SJrse+ *n3 G<7ge+. Fawx5itat6z P*{> L*ws6;.
F6z En€Dj)•e+ Ph68h 020 8ƒ70 0172
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Activ8 Walking Group
OUR VISIT TO THE
LONDON WETLAND
CENTRE - BARNES
In July the Activ8
Walking Group travelled to The London
Wetland Centre. On
arrival we went to the
Visitor Centre to book
in and then went to
the Riverside Cafe to
have refreshment before setting off on our
tour.

We started by going into the observatory which gives a good experience of the Wetland Vista.
There are lots of features around the site. The Lodge, Yurt,
Berkeley Bat House and one that was quite interesting - Down
the plughole. This was a mock up section of a sewer with displays
showing the effects of chemicals etc. filtering down into rivers
have on habitat, for example fish and frogs.
There was so much to see from the Heron standing guard in the
entrance lake, to the elegant and graceful cranes and the common lizard basking in the sun on the arm of a wooden bench. And
not to forget the shaggy Highland cattle munching the grass as
part of the grassland management.
The hides were also good, the three storey Peacock Tower being
the best with its panoramic views.
The Wetland is a very peaceful and tranquil place. It was a very
enjoyable day.
John Saunders and Linda Gruber
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Film Review
SON OF SAUL
This film has won lots of prizes and accolades. It is firmly fixed within the horrors
of the Second World War.
It follows the life/existence of Saul, a prisoner in a concentration camp. He is put to
work by the guards in disposing of the
gassed dead. He knows that when he has
served their purpose he will be killed too.
At one point he comes across a corpse of a
child (one of thousands). He is overwhelmed.
He tells the others like him, that this child
is his son and he wants to bury him, not see
him burnt.
In the background, prisoners are planning an
uprising. Whilst the film is deeply painful, it is also astonishingly beautiful. You are projected to be standing at Saul's side, you are aware
of what he feels and sees, but you get a feel for the experience of
those around him. '
This film is uncomfortable and dizzying to watch but that's how it
should be. If it is the intention to give us even a fleeting experience
of what it could have been like to live in constant fear, hoping to feel
some humanity in a life shaped by evil, then that it does.
A powerful emotional ride.
Alan Leader

Book Review
THE MANY BY WYL MENMUIR—SALT PUBLISHING
This is a very unsettling tale, which explores the impact of loss and
the way in which individuals cope or not, when the foundation they rely
on in life, seems to have been swept away.
Timothy buys a house, unseen in an isolated coastal village, where he
hopes he and his girlfriend Lauren once stayed. He is unaware that the
house has been empty for a decade, and he faces a major problem in
getting it in shape so Lauren can join him.
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He is seen as a stranger who is overtaking people's emotional memory.
The previous owner Perras, a fisherman was lost at sea, and since then
the whole of the village fishing fleet has been struck with a toxic
curse, any fish they catch cannot be sold or retained. Timothy starts
to ask questions about Perras’ life and death but is met with a wall of
silence.
The prose and flow of this novel is dark and intense, its hauntingly
beautiful but stark. You get to feel, that nothing in this place is what
it seems.
It has been longlisted for the Booker Man Prize 2016 and it has a
good chance of winning it.
Alan Leader

Album Review
FOR ALL WE KNOW—NAO
Nao has moved from being a backing singer to a range of artists to
more on to a solo career, her depth
of experience and talents now
there to listen to, take on and enjoy.
This album is very impressive, with
17 excellent tracks and sets her
out to be an exciting new talent.
Light at times but also a rich vein
of power. Her style has been
dubbed as avant-soul, but her music
is far more solid than that. She
provides songs that are part of a
modern musical landscape, it mixes jazzy beat piano style with pure
lyricism. Nao's real talent and quality is in how she embraces the old
school and refreshes it. With this album Nao has proven that she deserves to be up front. I would recommend this album to those who are
brave enough to be bathed in the emotional liquid of soul. You may
need to play it a few times to appreciate its secrets and depths but
it’s well worth the journey. My favourite tracks were Set To Know You
and Girlfriend and were lush and spacious.
Listen and Enjoy.
Alan Leader
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Banstead Common & Town Centre
I went to Belmont Connect and I was late for The Activ8 Walking
Trip and the Group had left when I arrived.
I then wasn't sure what I wanted to do - I had three choices:
1) Stay at Belmont Connect for the rest of the afternoon. 2) Go
home. 3) Make an afternoon on my own and take the train to Banstead and go to the town centre.
After dithering I decided that as the sun was shining and it was
warm I fancied going to Banstead Town Centre. I walked to Belmont Station and did not have to wait too long for the train. When
I reached Banstead Station, I made my way to the traffic lights. I
felt fairly confident that I was heading in the right direction.
After walking for some time I heard someone call "Linda Linda". I
looked over to where the voice was coming from and to my great
surprise there was Yola, Michael, Sandra, Paul and Alan Leader. It
was an amazing coincidence. It was by pure chance that my friends
were there at the same time as me! After the excitement between
us, they said they had been to Banstead Common and were heading
for the town centre. I said I too was heading for the Town Centre.
I very happily joined the Group and was glad of their company.
Michael said the quickest way to get to the town centre was to go
up Wilmot Way.
When we reached Banstead Town Centre Yola enthusiastically said
that there were several charity shops there. I did not realise
there were so many - I knew there was a SCOPE charity shop.
We reached the town centre and made our way to All Saints
Church where there is a nice café attached to the church where
you can sit inside or outside. There is a good selection of food
there and the prices are cheap and the Volunteers are friendly.
We found a shady spot and we enjoyed being together whilst eating
and chatting.
After a while we left the Church and made our way to the shops.
Some of us looked in one of the charity shops. Alan bought a soft
toy for his grand-daughter and I had a browse round which I en-
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joyed.
We left the charity shop and we then decided it was time to go
home. The bus stop was nearby and we did not have to wait long for
the S1 bus.
It had been a lovely day and there was good feel factor amongst us
and it was a day to remember.
Linda Gruber

Family Mosaic
宋宲宺季宦室宱季安室宰宬宯宼季宐宲家室宬宦季宫宨宯害季宼宲宸宂季
宒宸宵季宗宨宱室宱宦宼季宖宸家宷室宬宱宰宨宱宷季宗宨室宰季 I THINK I
MIGHT BE
宦室宱季宫宨宯害季宼宲宸季宺宬宷宫季室季容室宵宬宨宷宼季宲宩季季季季季季季季季季季季季季季季季季季季季季季季季
EVICTED
宬家家宸宨家季家宸宦宫季室家孽季
· 宄宧容宬宦宨季宲宱季宫宲宺季宷宲季害宵宨容宨宱宷季宨容宬宦宷宬宲宱季
· 宆宯室宬宰宬宱宪季宥宨宱宨r宷家季宲宵季宰室宻宬宰宬家宬宱宪季
宬宱宦宲宰宨季
· 宊宨宷宷宬宱宪季室宬宧季室宱宧季室宧室害宷室宷宬宲宱家季
· 宓室宼宬宱宪季宥宬宯宯家季室宱宧季宧宨宥宷家季

·

I DON’T
HAVE
ANY
MONEY

MY HOUSE
ISN’T SUITABLE
FOR ME AND
MY FAMILY

I CAN’T
AFFORD
宓宵宲宥宯宨宰家季宺宬宷宫季宵宨害室宬宵家季季季季季季季季季季季季季季季季季季季季季季季季季季季季季
MY RENT

宷宲季宼宲宸宵季宫宲宰宨季
· 宐室宱室宪宬宱宪季宼宲宸宵季宷宨宱室宱宦宼季
· 宋宲宰宨宯宨家家宱宨家家季
· 宓宵宲宥宯宨宰家季宺宬宷宫季宄宖宅季宲宵季宵宨宱宷季室宵宵宨室宵家季

安宲宵季宬宱宩宲宵宰室宷宬宲宱季室宱宧季室宧容宬宦宨孯季宦宲宰宨季室宯宲宱宪季宷宲季宲宸宵季宖宸宷宷宲宱季宗宨宱室宱宦宼季季季季季季季季季季季季季
宖宸家宷室宬宱宰宨宱宷季宧宵宲害孰宬宱季家宨宵容宬宦宨孽季
定宫宨宵宨孽季季
定宫宨宱孽季季
宗宬宰宨孽季 季

宖宸宷宷宲宱季宆宬容宬宦季宆宨宱宷宵宨季
守容宨宵宼季宩宲宵宷宱宬宪宫宷季
孼孱孳孳室宰將孴孵孱孶孳害宰季

安宲宵季宰宲宵宨季宬宱宩宲宵宰室宷宬宲宱季宦室宯宯季宸家季宲宱孽季

孳孵孳孺季孳孻孼季孶孶孴孺季

宺宨季宦室宱季
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Recovery College

To register phone or email:

020 3513 5818
recoverycollege@swlstg-tr.nhs.uk

Recovery College Courses
Understanding Depression
Mon 24 Oct 1.30pm-4.30pm
1 Session @ Sutton Life Centre

Managing Sleep Problems
Tue 22 Nov - 29 Nov 1.30pm-4.30pm
2 Sessions @ Sutton Life Centre

Five Ways to Wellbeing
Wed 2 Nov - 16 Nov 1.30pm-4.30pm
3 Sessions @ Sutton Life Centre

Understanding Psychosis
& Schizophrenia
Tue 6 Dec 1.30pm-4.30pm
1 Session @ Sutton Life Centre

Introduction to Mindfulness
Wed 2 Nov - 7 Dec 10am-12.30pm
6 Sessions @ Sutton Life Centre

Open Day
Thur 8 Dec 11am-3pm
Drop-in Session @ Jubilee East Health

Sutton 1 in 4 Network
Sutton 1 in 4 Network is a local co-operative
where members share their skills, knowledge
and experience. We aim to listen to and learn
from people who have experienced mental
www.sutton1in4.org.uk
health difficulties to inform the development and
improvement of services. We meet on the 3rd Tuesday of the month
1.30-3.30pm at Sutton Mental Health Foundation. For details contact Alan on
07800 743319 or 020 8770 0172, or email angela.dillon@smhf.org.uk.
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Mental Health conditions can
leave you feeling distressed and
isolated. Intentional Peer Support
workers are people like you!

As Inten%onal Peer Support workers, we…
· Have lived experience of mental distress and of mental health services
· Can oﬀer support to anyone who feels that it may be helpful to talk about their
own experience of mental distress and of mental health services with someone
who has been there too!
· We can meet as o(en as is best for you (usually weekly) and in a public place like
a coﬀee shop, library etc. keeping conﬁden%ally and discre%on at the forefront of
any mee%ng.
Do you live in the London
Borough of Sutton?

Learning & Growing
Together

Interested? In the ﬁrst instance, call or email Carol on 0208 770 0172
or carol.jacques@smhf.org.uk
Alterna%vely, you can speak to Carol at one of our drop in sessions at:
Su on Mental Health Founda"on, 63 Downs Road, Belmont, SM2 5NR

Sudoku Puzzle
4

7

6

4

2

1
4

6
2

8 5

9 3

8
7

1
4 3

8

1
5
2

Can you fill in all the empty cells?
Rules: Each cell must contain a digit 1
through to 9; No digit can be repeated
in any row, column or 3x3 sub-grid.

Solution
on Page 23

7
6

7
9

Submitted by Linda Gruber
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Pub Quiz
1. In which TV show did the children attend Erinsborough
High School as pictured below?

2. In an equilateral triangle, how many degrees does each
angle measure?
3. Stamp duty is normally paid on the sale of what?
4. How long must a person have been dead to qualify for a
blue plaque?
5. Where Is a fresco painted?
6. Choux, puff and short are all types of what?
7. What sort of animal was Babe?
8. What is the background colour of road signs for tourists?

9. Who composed the New World Symphony?
10. What sort of animal is a barracuda?
Compiled by The Complete Pub Quiz Book, Carlton Books
Submitted by John Saunders
Answers on page 23
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Sutton Hopeline

You are not Alone!
Sutton Hopeline is staffed by people with lived experience of emotional distress

Sutton Hopeline
listens every
Saturday and
Sunday evening
from 8pm to
11.30pm

Sutton Hopeline

020 8150 8872
Reach out

Speak up

Be heard

Find hope

A service provided by Sutton Mental Health Foundation.
A company Limited by Guarantee and a Registered Charity
Registered Company No. 3549053. Registered Charity No. 1069945

Reader’s Verse
The Vegetable
My parents have given me good genes,
Broad leaves with tasty flesh,
With juicy flavours to eat,
Unlike my wild cousins who live nearby,
I need a loving touch,
Watering daily and weeding and feeding,
I’m frightened of animals eating me alive,
Please wash and bathe me for your table,
After I’ve soaked up lots of sun,
Giving me a lovely tan.
by Michael Worsfold
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Word Quest 55
£5.00 prize

F

L

Y

H

O

N

C

E

Send your entry to:

E

FREEPOST RRAY-LYCZ-GEAR
Sutton Mental Health Foundation, 63 Downs Road, Sutton
SM2 5NR

T

R

N

O

U
R

A

see rules

Write “WORD QUEST” in the top
left hand corner of the envelope

Closing date for entries:
Set by John Saunders

December 1st 2016

RULES: 1 The aim is to find the most words with three or more letters. 2 Only
English words can be used. Words can be plural. No proper names. 3 Letters
must be next to each other - above, below or diagonally. 4 Words do not have to
be in a straight line, but letters must be in order. 5 The same letters can be used
in different words. 6 Words will score according to their length. So longer words
score more. 7 The winner will be the person with the highest score. If there needs
to be a tie - break, the winner will be the person with the longest word or words.

Circle of Support
Central Su"on Circle of Support meets weekly:Wednesdays 1-4pm at Tazza Coﬀee Shop &
Saturdays 1-4pm at Esquires Café (St Nicholas Centre)
Wallington Circle of Support meets fortnightly on a
Tuesday 2-4pm at Wallington Library Café.
Contact Alan on 07800 743319 before you ﬁrst visit so
he can greet and welcome you.
Alan Leader—Su on Mental Health Founda"on—020 8770 0172
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Young Carers

The Sutton and Merton AYCES project works together to support young
people (aged 10-25) and their families.

We can provide:
● Fun activities and trips with other young carers
● Support for you and your family
● Information about being a young carer and about mental health, drug
and alcohol problems

For More Information
if you live in Sutton, please contact: Mendy on 020 8296 5611 or
youngcarersenquiries@suttoncarerscentre.org / txt: 07985574912
Young Carers Lead - SWLSTG Mental Health NHS Trust—07718637059
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And Here Is The News
SOME of Ronnie Corbett's all-time favourite gags...
FIRST, this afternoon's Tipperary Games. In the final of the tug
-of-war, both teams were disqualified for pushing.

A JUGGERNAUT carrying treacle has overturned on the M4.
Drivers are asked to stick to the inside lane.
IN AN interview broadcast tonight, Angela Rippon confessed to
having a selfish streak - she did it at four o'clock in the morning
when most of us were fast asleep.
NEWS of the latest device from the Japanese electronics industry - a surgical truss that doubles as a calculator, which means
you can always count on your own support.
THE Prime Minister had discussions this morning with the cabinet. He then spoke to the wardrobe, the sideboard and a chest of
drawers.
LATEST on the bullion robbery: at Wansforth Police Station, a
man who is as deaf as a post, and doesn't speak English, with a
terrible stutter, bad breath and squeaky shoes, is not helping the
police with their inquiries one little bit.

Extracted from
The Daily Mail
Submitted by
John Saunders
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Quentin Crisp
Quentin Crisp was a writer, illustrator, artist’s model and actor. He
was born on Christmas Day 1908, one of a family of four, at Egmont
Road, Sutton and attended Kingswood House School in Epsom where
he was often ridiculed. His real name was Dennis Charles Pratt but he
changed his name to Quentin Crisp in the 1920’s after leaving home.
He was an outrageous and shocking homosexual and had a very outlandish appearance in that he wore make up and had dyed crimson hair
and preferred male company at a time when homosexuality was still
illegal, he shocked polite contemporary Surrey and Londoners. He
shocked some and drew admiration and curiosity from others. He often
got himself violently beaten up when walking through London’s
streets, which many men might still do in 2016 but he was doing something which few had ever dared do. But after leaving Regent Street
Polytechnic as a failed art student, turned artist’s model, living in a
bedsit in Soho where, receiving little support, he eventually emigrated
to the United States where he felt he could get a better life. Whilst in
London he often had to go to extreme lengths in order to survive e.g.
working as a rent boy which is not good. So he once said “I was looking for love, but found only degradation”.
His fame began in 1975 when the actor John
Hurt played him in a TV film based on his
autobiographical book about his life as an
artist’s model entitled “The Naked Civil
Servant”. The programme turned both
Quentin Crisp and John Hurt into stars. He
criticised gay liberation and was not well
received by gay spokespeople. He saw his
homosexuality as a defect and so irritated
many.
He could often be a witty raconteur, or so it
is said, once commenting that housework
was so tiresome that “the dust goes after 4
years if you just leave it”. In the 1980’s the
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rock and pop star Sting felt inspired to write
“An Englishman in New York” after meeting
him. Whatever he was, he was certainly a character and clearly believed in himself and succeeded in the end despite all in his way. Which
is after all what we all need to do!
Quentin Crisp died in 1999.
SIOBHAN PASSMORE
Photo By Ross B. Lewis
[CC BY-SA 4.0 ] - via Wikimedia Commons

The Stream
I wandered down the lonely stream. Well, not down it, alongside it. No
one ever goes in it. Too intimidating, too risky, too dangerous they say.
But I know better. No, I see a calm, serene scene. A gentle flow of water
calming my fears with its race down stream. The odd waterfall? No worry; they're only little. No, I do not view this little stream as harshly as
the others. Others who are the common folk: lawyers, bankers, trousersuit makers. Those who view society as something to be won, like a prize.
Won over. Those with the suits and stiff collars are the worst, of course,
but there's others still. Little children afraid to dream, the elderly
afraid to die. People of every walk, nation, peculiarity of life are afraid.
Always of something, maybe not the stream per se but what it represents. No, some have their fear in spiders, leopards, snakes. Since when
did one of them steal one of your family members in a hurry? None of
them. Some are scared of lifts, some of falling, some of flying. But when
did any of those take you by the shoulders and wisp the life out of you?
Never? Well, I was afraid of the stream, too. Of the off-shore certainty, uncertainty of it. I too had my fears. But not one of my family members or my own little self were ruined by its current. So why fear I? So
now I don't. The point isn't in the damage done or the victory of the fear
which should be avoided, but the fear itself. So, now I don't fear, for
that is a loss indeed. A loss of the soul, a loss of the wits, a true tragedy
indeed. The only thing to fear is fear itself, after all. Then maybe the
stream wouldn't be so lonely.
SOPHIE BROOKER
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A Steam Train’s Nostalgic Run
The junction was busy with trains
going everywhere but after a mile
or so into a green scenery we rode.
The signal was green and the speed
gauge told us our speed was safe.
The track was straight and true,
towering hills lay ahead so our gallant fireman shovelled more coal
before cooking our bacon and eggs,
then to have a paddle in the sea.
By Michael Worsfold

Tennis Recovery Group
“Wellbeing through Tennis”
We are a friendly group of adults recovering from
mental health problems.
We meet for informal tennis sessions at:Wallington Tennis Club, Hillside Gardens,
Wallington, SM6 9NX

Come any time between 1.30pm and 3.30 pm on
Tuesday afternoons. Rackets and balls available.
To join this friendly group, please contact:
Penny Meakin (Lead Volunteer)
by mobile 07507865753 (preferably TEXT)
or email Penny_Meakin@btconnect.com
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Bipolar UK

Sutton
Bipolar UK Support Group
The group offers support and information
in a friendly, safe and confidential setting
for anyone affected by bipolar. Family
members, partners, friends and carers
are all welcome.
Where: Civic Offices, St Nicholas
Way, Sutton, SM1 1EA
When: First Thursday in the month
7.30pm to 9.00pm

For further information about the services
of Bipolar UK please call 0333 323 3885
or Email: groupdevelopment@blpolaruk.org
Registered Office -11 Belgrave Road, London, SW1V 1RB.
Registered Charity No: 293340 www.bipolaruk.org

Water Support

Outdoor Activities
Ecolocal Cycling

The Water Support Scheme
en%tles some customers on a low
income to a reduc%on on their
water bill. For more informa%on
on the scheme see
www.waterplc.com/watersupport

Off road cycling session.
David Weir Lesuire Centre
Monday, Wednesday, Thursday
10am-12 noon £4 per session
www.ecolocalcycling.org.uk

Community Allotment
Take part in gardening and learn
hands on skills.
Westmead Allotment, Colston Ave
Monday 1-3 and Friday 10.30-1
www.localfoodnetwork.org.uk
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Answers
PUB QUIZ ANSWERS
1. Neighbours
2. 60 degrees
3. House
4. 20 years
5. On a wall
6. Pastry
7. A pig
8. Brown
9. Dvorak
10. A fish
Questions on page 14

Fibromyalgia &
Chronic Pain Pop In
A club to prevent isolation and
loneliness for people with chronic
pain conditions.
Manager: Jacqui Barbet-Shields
Phone:

0844 887 2579 / 07856 792 015

Email:

fmcppoplinclub@gmail.com

Blog:

fmcppopinclub.wordpress.com

We meet every Wednesday between
10am and 2pm and Fridays between
11am and 2pm at SCILL, Robin Hood
Lane, Sutton, SM1 2SW (except public
holidays)

Solution to
Sudoku Puzzle
on Page 13
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Signpost Sutton
Supporting You to Find the
Information You Need for Your
Recovery and Wellbeing

Tuesday 8th November
1.30-3.30pm
‘Stepping Stones to
Resilience’
SMHF, 63 Downs Road,
Belmont, SM2 5NR.
Confirm attendance with Alan
Leader 07800 743319 or email
angela.dillon@smhf.org.uk or
alan.leader@smhf.org.uk
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Recipe—Lemon Drizzle Cake
Ingredients

Items Needed

113g margarine at room temperature
113g caster sugar
226g self-raising flour
1 large lemon grated
2 medium sized eggs
Pinch salt
4 tablespoons milk
57g caster sugar
Small tad of margarine for greasing tin

Greaseproof paper
Wooden spoon
Medium mixing bowl
Large mixing bowl
Small mixing bowl
Small saucepan
Grater
Tablespoon
Fork
Whisk or electric whisk
2 pound loaf tin
Weighing scales
Knife
Sieve
Spatula
Skewer

Method

Preheat oven to 180 degrees
centigrade, 350 degrees Fahrenheit,
gas mark 4. Grease a two pound loaf
tin and line with greaseproof paper.
Grease greaseproof paper. In a large mixing bowl, with a wooden
spoon/whisk or electric mixer beat 113g of margarine and 113g caster
sugar together until creamy. In a medium bowl sieve flour, add grated
lemon, pinch salt and mix together. Add to creamed mixture. Together
with a fork/whisk or electric mixture in a small bowl beat eggs and
milk until eggs have dissolved. Add this to the flour mixture and beat
with a wooden spoon/whisk or electric mixture and stir all the mixture
has blended. Add mixture to tin and smooth over with a spatula until
mixture is even. Bake in oven for one hour. To test if cake is cooked
put a knife in centre of cake. If it comes out clean the cake is cooked.
Squeeze lemon and add juice to 57g caster sugar, heat in a small
saucepan until caster sugar has dissolved.
Whilst cake is hot make holes in cake with a skewer or fork and pour
hot juice over skewered holes.
When cake is cold remove greaseproof paper and remove cake from
tin. Leave in refrigerator overnight and serve.
Serves 6 generous portions.
Recipe donated by one of Linda Gruber's four sisters – Marion Caslake.
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Reader’s Verse
WIMBLEDON COMMON
THE FERNS WERE DANCING WHEN THE WIND BLEW
SHOWING THAT THEY ARE THE EARLIEST PLANTS
GREENY BUSHES AND TALL TREES LINED UP IN A MAGIC CIRCLE
SOME TREES ARE SHORT AND FAT AND THEIR CIRCULAR PATTERN
BRANCHES ARE TOUCHING AND KISSING THE GRASS
THE SYCAMORE TREE GIVES PLATFORM FOR THE MOSS
AND THE SYCAMORE TREE'S BARK IS LIKE A GREEN VELVET
THE SILVER BIRCH TREE SHOWING IT'S WHITENESS
AND REFLECTED IN THE SUN RAYS
By Sandra Amalakumar

Recipe Review
The recipe for the Autumn Voyager is a popular favourite - Lemon Drizzle
Cake. We have had this recipe before but it is worth trying again.
It certainly lived up to its name with a lovely fresh and strong lemon flavour. The whole cake was delicious and nice, light and crumbly with a nicely baked top.
The Lemon Drizzle Cake would make a nice treat at any time, with a cup
of tea or at picnics and parties or even as a dessert served with custard
or single cream.
Very enjoyable and also given a seal of approval by Alan Leader.
Do try this recipe.

John M Saunders
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Help to Stop Smoking
STOP SMOKING SERVICE AT S.M.H.F.
We offer a friendly, private and
confidential Stop-Smoking Service at
Belmont. Give up smoking, improve
your health and save money.
See Sabine Green for more information at Belmont (Mondays and
Thursdays 10.30am–3.00pm) or telephone 0208 770 0172.

LiveWell Sutton
How real does a healthier life feel?
A LiveWell Advisor can work alongside you to set
goals to achieve a healthy weight, get more active
stop smoking or reduce alcohol consumption —
Your Goals —Your Way
Go to www.live-well.org.uk or call 020 82510 606.
This is a free service for anyone over 18 living or
working in Sutton.

C.A.B. Advice Service
Benefits Advice, Form Filling
i.e. ESA, PIP, Housing, Consumer
Issues, Utility Bill Problems, Debt
Is now held at Belmont Connect
63 Downs Road, Belmont, Surrey, SM2 5NR
Every Thursday Morning, between 10am—12pm
For enquiries speak to Carol Jacques.
Tel. 020 8770 0172 / email admin@smhf.org.uk
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The Voyager i s p r i n t ed f o u r t i m es a y ear :
Spring Issue (April)
Summer Issue (July)
Autumn Issue (October) W inter Issue (January)
Look out for the latest issue. The Voyager i s
now also available online. Download your copy
from: www.thevoyager.org.uk

Anxiety UK
Anxiety UK oﬀers support, advice and
informa%on on a range of anxiety disorders and
anxiety related condi%ons. We provide many
services to support those aﬀected by anxiety,
from those living with stress or mild anxiety, through to oﬀering help and
assistance to those with more severe, complex and longstanding issues.
Infoline: 08444 775 774 (Monday to Friday, 9:30am-5:30pm, except B/H)
Email:
support@anxietyuk.org.uk Website: www.anxietyuk.org.uk

OCD Action
The UK's Largest and Longest
Serving Na"onal OCD Charity
for People with OCD

Help and Informa"on Line: 0845 390 6232
support@ocdac on.org.uk www.ocdac on.org.uk
Suite 506-507 Davina House, 137-149 Goswell Rd, EC1V 7ET
Oﬃce Phone: 020 7253 5272
Registered Charity No: 1035213
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Important Updates
Please note there is a new telephone number for the
Pharmacy Helpline:

0203 513 6829

The Outpatients at The Chiltern Wing, Sutton Hospital has now closed.

Out Patients and Recovery & Support Teams*
are now based at:
The Jubilee Health Centre East
6 Stanley Park Road, Wallington, SM6 OEX

Telephone numbers:

For Inpatients information contact
Springfield University Hospital
61 Glenburnie Road, Tooting, SW17 7DJ

Telephone number:
0203 513 5000

0203 513 3900/50

Older People’s Service
Telephone number:
Cheam Resource Centre, 671 London Rd
020 8335 4066
North Cheam, SM3 9DL
*CMHTs have now been replaced by Recovery & Support Teams
Psychological Therapies
Sutton and Merton I A P T (Improving Access to Psychological Therapies)
operating within Sutton is now part of a new service - Sutton Uplift. Based
at Jubilee Health Centre East Building
Telephone Number 0800 032 1411 (Freephone) / 0203 513 4044
Sutton Centre for Independent Living and Learning (3 Robin Hood Lane)
SCILL will be closing on 31 March 2017. Information days providing information about possible alternative activities will be held 10am-2pm on the
following dates:
Mon 3 Oct 2016
Mon 5 Dec 2016
Fri 21 Oct 2016

Fri 20 Jan 2017

Mon 7 Nov 2016

Mon 6 Feb 2017

Fri 18 Nov 2016

Fri 17 Feb 2017
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Citizens Advice Bureau
SUTTON
BOROUGH
CITIZENS
ADVICE
BUREAUX

SUTTON
Central Library,
St Nicholas Way,
Sutton SM1 1EA
Opening Times

Mon-Fri 9am-5pm

PUBLIC PHONE NO.
020 8405 3552
Advice Line
Mon-Fri
9am-5pm

CARSHALTON
& WALLINGTON
68 Parkgate Road,
Wallington, Surrey,
SM6 0AH
Open for pre-booked
appointments only

Bananas Art

BANANAS ART
“Wellbeing through visual art”

Art for fun.
Join us to draw and paint and
chat over a cup of tea. We
are a group of adults who
meet to use visual art to build
confidence and self-esteem.
Core members have
experience of mental health
problems. We meet on Monday afternoons in Wallington.
Contact us by e mail
artaloud@hotmail.co.uk
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Sunday Connect at Belmont
Sunday Connect
Open 12 noon - 3pm, £1 entrance fee includes teas, coffees
Full English breakfast now available.
Snacks, sandwiches various prices.

Newspapers

Bingo, board games

Bingo now a regular feature with prizes
For enquiries phone: 020 8770 0172
Sunday Connect will now be permanently held at Sutton
Mental Health Foundation, 63 Downs Road, Belmont,
Surrey, SM2 5NR. Buses S1, S3, S4, 80, 280.

Yoga
Yogini Miska Zimanova (advanced yoga teacher and the wellbeing advisor), founder
of YogaGenie School of Yoga and Medita"on, has been providing weekly yoga classes
for Su on Mental Health Founda"on users for over 4 years now. These classes are
physically gentle, and always include a deep relaxa"on and beneﬁcial breathing
prac"ces and some"mes medita"on.

Every Thursday at Belmont, 2 - 3pm.
FOR MORE INFO PLEASE CALL SUTTON
MENTAL HEALTH FOUNDATION ON 020 8770 0172
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Sutton Hearing Voices Network
Sutton Hearing Voices Network is a project run by Sutton Mental
Health Foundation, according to the ethos of the Hearing Voices
Network, England.
We facilitate two community groups in Sutton:
Central Sutton, alternate Thursdays 3.15—4.15pm
Belmont, alternate Wednesday evenings 7.00—8.00pm
We also facilitate a weekly group on Ward 3, Springfield Hospital in
partnership with S.W. London & St George’s Trust

Please call Carol or Paul on:
(020) 8770 0172 for more details.

Clusters
CENTRE OF OPPORTUNITY FOR ADULTS WITH A DISABILITY
Wednesday’s 11.00am-2.00pm Lunch 12.30
All welcome whatever your disability. Come to chat and socialize in an informal and
relaxed atmosphere. Perfect for members and carers, and each week we have
diﬀerent ac%vi%es that you can dip into and enjoy.
We have fun with: Arts and Cra#s, Games / cards,
Wii / computer, Music / ﬁlms, Keep ﬁt, Guest speakers

All for just £5, includes lunch.
Call to chat 07908 090 965
Or email clusters.info@yahoo.co.uk
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Derealisation
DO YOU SOMETIMES FEEL AS THOUGH YOU ARE LIVING IN AN
UNREAL WORLD?
IF YOU EXPERIENCE DEREALIZATION OR DEPERSONALIZATION
DISCUSS THESE FEELINGS WITH OTHERS.

MEETINGS WILL BE HELD AT
BRUNEL HOUSE, 14A CLIFTON ROAD, WALLINGTON, SM6 8AN
ON THE FOLLOWING THURSDAYS AT 2PM
THURSDAY 27TH OCTONER 2016
THURSDAY 24TH NOVEMBER 2016
THURSDAY 29TH DECEMBER 2016
CONTACT JO FOR FURTHER INFO 020 8647 7904

No Panic
SELF-HELP GROUP – FOR PEOPLE WHO SUFFER FROM
ANXIETY, PANIC ATTACKS AND PHOBIAS
The group exists to offer people
support for their anxieties by
talking to fellow sufferers and
helping them to live more positively.
We hold meetings weekly. Covering Sutton & Merton area only.
For further information please
contact: Tel: 020 8644 0363
OFFICE HOURS Tue/Wed/Thu 9am-5pm

e-mail: jeanbevan@outlook.com
N o P a n i c (S u t t o n & M e r t o n ) i s a
Registered Charity 1120445

M eeting Dates for 20 16/17
Alternately
Wednesday Afternoons 2.00 – 3.30 pm
or Thursday Evenings 7.30 – 9.30 pm

Oct
Nov

Wed
5th, 19th
2nd, 16th,30th

Dec

14th

Jan
Feb

th

Thur
13th, 27th
10th, 24th
8th, 15th
(xmas party)

th

11 , 25
8th, 22nd

th

5 , 19th
2nd, 16th

Subscription £2.50 each meeting
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Pharmacy Help
If you have any questions about your
medicine(s) then please phone the
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S.U.N.
(Service User Network)
We run groups for people
with personality disorder
several times a week in Sutton.

020 3513 6829

We are a self-referral service and to
join all you have to do is contact us:

Opening times: Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
Please have your medicine(s) to
hand when you call. We will need to
record your name, date of birth and contact details before proceeding with your
enquiry. All information is confidential.

Benefits Advice

020 3513 5558
SUN.Project@swlstg-tr.nhs.uk
www.sunswlondon.nhs.uk

Homeopathy

WELFARE BENEFITS OUTREACH

Available to all patients of the
Mental Health Trust and their
carers., e.g. clients with regular
appointments with a psychiatrist /
nurse / psychologist.

Includes general consultancy,
forms checking, benefit checking,
challenging decisions & complex
queries.
Mon, Tue, Wed, Fri @ Springfield
Thursday @ Jubilee Health Centre

020 3513 6469
Ravinder Birk
Welfare Benefits Adviser

Community Homepathy Service
Low cost homeopathy clinic
Second Tuesday of each month
2pm-6pm
SCILL, 3 Robin Hood Lane
Sutton, SM1 2SW
Appointments bookable

020 8393 9500 / 020 8644 2132
or just drop in; our registered
homeopaths will see you on the
same afternoon if possible.
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Useful LOCAL numbers...
Bipolar UK

01372 277147

Citizens Advice Bureau
(Sutton, Carshalton & Wallington)

020 8405 3552

Family Information Services

020 8770 6000

Jubilee Health Centre East—Wallington

020 3513 3900 /
3950

Mental Health Support Line (Out of hours)

0800 028 8000

No Panic

020 8644 0363

Samaritans

020 8681 6666

Service User Network (S.U.N.)

020 3513 5558

Springfield Hospital - Tooting

020 3513 5000

Sunday Drop In Enquiries

020 8770 0172

Sutton 1 in 4 Network

020 8770 0172

Sutton Hopeline ( Sat/Sun 8pm-11.30pm )

020 8150 8872

Sutton Mental Health Foundation

020 8770 0172

Sutton Racial Equality Council

020 8770 6199

Sutton Volunteer Bureau

020 8770 4856

Sutton Women’s Centre

020 8661 1991

Sutton Uplift

020 3513 4044

Springfield Advocacy Service

020 3513 6055

For NATIONAL numbers see Page 36
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PROMOTING HEALTH
AND WELLBEING IN SUTTON

If you have got things on your mind that are affecting
your day to day life, Sutton Uplift can help.
It is a free service for adults living in Sutton or those
with a Sutton GP, offering psychological therapies and
wellbeing support.

Call our free telephone number 0800 032 1411 (option 3)
or visit our website www.suttonuplift.co.uk
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Useful NATIONAL numbers...
Anxiety UK

08444 775 774

Bipolar UK

0333 323 3880

Mind

0300 123 3393

NHS Helpline

111

OCD Action

0845 390 6232

Rethink Mental Illness

0300 5000 927

SAD Association

01903 814942

(Seasonal Affective Disorder)

Stop Hate UK

0800 138 1625

SANE Line (6pm—11pm, 7 days a week)

0300 304 7000

Office Enquiries (9am—5.30pm Mon-Fri)

The Samaritans

020 3805 1790
116 213

For LOCAL numbers see Page 34
Cover photo cc-by-sa/2.0—by Peter Trimming—geograph.org.uk/p/4706446
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